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Abstract
Although many carnivores are of conservation concern, most are poorly studied.
The maned wolf Chrysocyon brachyurus Illiger, 1811 is the largest South American
canid with a broad distribution; however, the largest portion of its range is in the
Brazilian Cerrado savannah, where due to intensive agricultural expansion, it is
threatened by habitat loss. Maned wolf population trends are virtually unknown.
We analyzed radio telemetry data from a 13-year study in Emas National Park,
central Brazil, with Burnham’s live recapture/dead recovery models in the program
MARK to obtain the ﬁrst analytically sound estimate of the apparent maned wolf
survival rate. We constructed 16 candidate models including variation in survival
rate and resighting probability associated with an individual’s sex or age and year
of study. Apparent adult survival rate throughout the study ranged from 0.28
(SE = 0.08) to 0.97 (SE = 0.06). There was no evidence for sex speciﬁcity but strong
support for time variation. Model weights supported an age effect and the
subadult survival rate was 0.63 (SE =0.15). Results indicate similar life patterns
for male and female maned wolves and similar mortality risks for adults and
subadults in the study area. The observed temporal ﬂuctuations of adult survival
rate are important for population dynamics as they decrease average population
growth rates. Population dynamics are central for conservation planning and our
results are an important step towards a better understanding of the maned wolf’s
ecology.

Introduction
Among terrestrial mammals worldwide, several of the most
threatened species are carnivores (Ceballos et al., 2005;
Schipper et al., 2008). Their high potential for conﬂict with
humans – as competitors for food and space or as a threat to
livestock or human lives – turns carnivore conservation into
a difﬁcult task. As they generally occur at low densities and
have elusive habits, several species remain poorly studied.
This lack of information hampers conservation efforts and
there is a need for ecological knowledge of individual species
(Karanth & Chellam, 2009).
Information about abundance and demographic parameters is crucial in guiding conservation and management
(Lebreton et al., 1992; Reid et al., 2002). These parameters
allow characterization of a species’ past and current population status, and when used in a population viability analysis
framework, they can even provide insight into future population trends under various environmental and management
scenarios (Beissinger, 2002). However, obtaining reliable
estimates of abundance and vital rates is challenging due to
methodological difﬁculties in studying rare and/or elusive

species (Karanth & Chellam, 2009). In addition, investigating population dynamics requires long-term studies (Beissinger, 2002), which are often difﬁcult to fund. As a result,
information about population dynamics is scarce or absent
for several large carnivores (Karanth et al., 2006).
The maned wolf Chrysocyon brachyurus Illiger, 1811 is
the largest South American canid, with a mean shoulder
height of 90 cm and a mean weight of 23 kg (Eisenberg &
Redford, 1999). The species is found in Brazil, Paraguay,
eastern Bolivia and northern Argentina (Langguth, 1975)
and lives in monogamous breeding pairs that inhabit
exclusive pair territories (Dietz, 1984; Rodrigues, 2002;
Jácomo et al., 2009). Home-range size varies among studies,
from 30 km2 (Dietz, 1984) up to 80 km2 (Jácomo et al.,
2009), and the few existing estimates indicate low population densities between 1.56 and 5.19 individuals/100 km2
(Trolle et al., 2007; Silveira et al., 2009).
The Brazilian savannah, or Cerrado, constitutes the
largest portion of the species’ range (Rodden, Rodrigues &
Bestelmeyer, 2004) and is thought to harbor 420 000 maned
wolves (Paula, Medici & Morato, 2008). The Cerrado is
Brazil’s second largest biome covering 21% of the country’s
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area (Klink & Machado, 2005); however, this biome, identiﬁed as one of the 25 ecological hotspots of the earth (Myers
et al., 2000), suffers strong anthropogenic pressures. Over
the last 35 years, more than half of the Cerrado has been
transformed into agriculture and cattle pasture (Klink &
Machado, 2005) and 80% is considered to be degraded.
Only 1.9% of its area is under strict protection (Cavalcanti
& Joly, 2002). Thus, in spite of the maned wolf’s broad
distribution and Near Threatened classiﬁcation (IUCN,
2009), the species faces a serious threat of habitat loss (Paula
et al., 2008). Yet, virtually nothing is known about population trends (Rodden, Rodrigues & Bestelmeyer, 2008).
We used 13 years of radio telemetry data on maned
wolves from the region of Emas National Park (ENP), an
important refuge for the species, and open population
mark–recapture models to present the ﬁrst analytically
sound estimate of the species’ survival rate.

Study area
Emas National Park, located in central Brazil in southwestern Goiás state (181 19 0 S, 521 45 0 W; Fig. 1), lies in the
centre of the maned wolf’s distribution. Large tracts of
grassland plains (97%), small patches of shrub ﬁelds (1%),
marshes and riparian forest (2%) are protected in this
132 000 ha area, which is listed as a Human Heritage
Reserve by UNESCO. During the wet season (October–
March), precipitation averages 1500 mm. Virtually no rainfall occurs during the rest of the year, when daytime
temperatures may reach 40 1C and night temperatures may
drop as low as 1.5 1C (IBDF/FBCN, 1981). ENP is
situated in a highly productive agricultural area, and largescale soybean, corn and sugar cane plantations dominate
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and fragment the regional landscape. The study was carried
out both within ENP and on private properties in the
immediate surroundings.

Material and methods
From 1995 until 2007, we captured 72 maned wolves in ENP
and its surroundings (Fig. 2) and equipped them with radio
collars with mortality signal. Of these individuals, 63 were
adults (42 years) and nine were subadults (1–2 years, fully
grown but generally not reproductively active; Rodden
et al., 2004). Because radio-collaring is only appropriate for
fully grown individuals, we were unable to include younger
age classes in our study. We monitored all collared individuals for home-range estimation (for details, see Jácomo
et al., 2009) and aimed at recapturing individuals annually
for collar change. Collars activated a mortality signal if no
movement was detected over two continuous hours.
We analyzed telemetry data using the combined recapture/recovery models (Burnham, 1993) in program MARK
(White & Burnham, 1999) to obtain an estimate of the
annual maned wolf survival rate. These mark–recapture
models accommodate the use of both live resighting (or
recapture) and dead recovery data, generally leading to
better estimates of survival rate than models using only one
data type (Burnham, 1993). Live resighting is assumed to
occur during discrete events of short durations, while
recovery can occur at any point during the intervals between
resighting events. We used successful radio-telemetry location of an animal in a given year as live resighting data, and
conﬁrmed mortality of an animal as recovery data. As we
monitored maned wolves continuously, our resighting data
are continuous rather than discrete and intervals between
resightings do not necessarily correspond to a year. In
treating resighting as a discrete yearly event, we may overor underestimate annual survival, depending on whether the
true intervals are shorter or longer than 1 year, respectively.
While there are speciﬁc estimation methods for continuous
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Figure 1 Location of Emas National Park in the Cerrado savannah of
Brazil (square in inset) and habitat map of the Park.
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Figure 2 Number of maned wolves Chrysocyon brachyurus newly
captured and subsequently radio-monitored in Emas National Park for
each year of the present study.
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data, the discrete data capture–recapture analysis allows a
separate estimation of resighting and survival probability
(Murray & Patterson, 2006). This is necessary when an
animal is not resighted, although alive and in the study area
(resighting probability o1), which is the case in the present
study. Both continuous and discrete time approaches tend
to yield similar results (Murray & Patterson, 2006).
Under the parameterization implemented in MARK, combined recapture/recovery models estimate four parameters:
survival rate (S), site ﬁdelity (the probability that an animal
does not permanently emigrate from the sampled area)
conditional on survival (F), probability of resighting (P)
conditional on being alive and in the study area and
probability of recovery (r) (White & Burnham, 1999). Site
ﬁdelity can only be estimated if dead animals are recovered
from an area larger than that where live encounters occur.
Indeed, it is usually assumed that animals cannot move to
areas where recovery is impossible. Only then, the combined
model is able to estimate true survival (Burnham, 1993). In
our case, the areas sampled for resighting and recovery were
identical (F= 1). Thus, we estimated apparent rather than
actual survival and in the remainder of the text use ‘survival
rate’ synonymously for ‘apparent survival rate’.
We built a set of 16 candidate models using the following
sources of parameter variation and notations: we assumed S
could be constant (  ) or vary with time (t), due to ﬂuctuations of environmental factors; with age (age), as subadults
generally suffer higher mortality during dispersal (Dietz,
1984; Paula et al., 2008); and with gender (sex), as males
appear to play a more dominant role in territory defense
(Dietz, 1984), thus being potentially exposed to higher
degrees of aggression and/or stress. However, overall,
maned wolves show little sexual dimorphism in their behavior or ecology (e.g. similar home-range size, both sexes
involved in parental care; Dietz, 1984; Jácomo et al., 2009),
and we assumed that external factors inﬂuence survival for
both genders similarly. Thus, we modeled sex as an additive
effect in time and sex-dependent models (t+sex). We
assumed that r could be constant (  ) or differ with age
(age), as juveniles have a higher probability of dispersing
from the study area, resulting in an effective r= 0. When
captured as subadults in year y, individuals were considered
adults at y+1. Whenever we assumed age dependence in S,
we held S for subadults constant (no variation with sex or
time), due to the low number of subadults monitored. We
held P constant, as monitoring effort was comparable over
the years and for all individuals, and the raw data indicate
this parameter to be constantly close to 1.
We also applied some restrictions to our models that
arose from data collection: compared with later years, the
dataset from the ﬁrst 7 years is small (only 10 individuals
captured/monitored, Fig. 2) and contains no information
about dead recoveries (these might have happened but were
not recorded). Therefore, we ﬁxed r = 0 and held the other
parameters constant over this period. As such a small
dataset does not support the estimation of many parameters
(Burnham & Anderson, 2002), we used this approach as an
alternative to excluding these data completely.
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To check for an overall goodness of ﬁt (GOF) of our
model, we built a fully time-dependent Cormack–Jolly–
Seber (CJS) model and used the w2-tests implemented in
program U-CARE V2.3 (Choquet et al., 2008). This program uses four partial tests (TEST3.SR, TEST3.SM,
TEST2.CT and TEST2.CL) to detect the violation of general model assumptions of homogeneity in recaptures and
independence of individuals that apply to the CJS model
(Choquet et al., 2005), which effectively constitutes the live
resighting component of the combined model we used.
We used the Akaike Information Criterion adjusted for
small samples (AICc; Burnham & Anderson, 2002) to
choose the best-ﬁtting models from our set of candidate
models. MARK also estimates AICc weights, indicating the
support for a model relative to all other candidate models.
To consider uncertainty in model choice, we present modelaveraged parameter estimates (weighted averages based on
AICc weights) with their standard errors (SE) (Buckland,
Burnham & Augustin, 1997). Following recommendations
by Burnham & Anderson (2002), we considered all models
with an AICc within 2 units of the best-ﬁtting model’s AICc
as being substantially supported. For adult S, we further
report SD due to process variation. Process variation reﬂects
the actual temporal variation in survival rate, excluding
variation due to sampling (i.e. the uncertainty that arises
from estimating parameters from a sample of the studied
population). Failure to account for sampling variation leads
to overestimation of temporal variation in survival rate
(Gould & Nichols, 1998). This parameter is calculated by
MARK separately for each model containing time dependence
in the parameter of interest.

Results
On average, we monitored each of the 72 radio-collared
individuals for three years (range: 1–6 years). We conﬁrmed
the year of death for 23 individuals. U-CARE could not
perform two of the goodness-of-ﬁt tests (TEST2.CT and
TEST2.CL) due to sparse data. The remaining tests did not
indicate lack of ﬁt of the fully time-dependent CJS model
(TEST3.SR: w2 = 0.443, P= 0.979, TEST3.CL: w2 = 0.475,
P= 0.491). As both TEST2 investigate the presence of a
trap response (i.e. differences in ﬁrst capture and recapture;
Choquet et al., 2005) and we do not expect any behavioral
response to locating an animal through radio telemetry, we
assume that our data fulﬁlled general model assumptions.
From our 16 candidate models, four received substantial
support and thus contributed to model-averaged parameter
estimates (Table 1). All supported models included time
dependence of S but no effect of sex (Table 1). The
best-ﬁtting model that included sex had a DAICc of 2.14
(Table 1). However, this value is very close to 2 and the
model received some support in terms of model weight. In
order not to wrongly discard sex as a factor inﬂuencing S,
we conﬁrmed the estimate of effect size (beta) of sex given by
MARK for this particular model. The beta value for sex was
0.14 (SE = 0.41) and its 95% conﬁdence interval largely
overlapped 0 (0.9477129, 0.6733075). Therefore, the effect
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Table 1 Mixed resighting/recovery models to estimate maned wolf Chrysocyon brachyurus survival rate from 13 years of radio-telemetry data in
Emas National Park
Model

DAICc

AICc weights

Model likelihood

Number of parameters

fS(t), r(  )ga
fS(t, age), r(  )ga
fS(t), r(age)ga
fS(t, age), r(age)ga
fS(t+sex), r(  )g
fS(t+sex, age), r(  )g
fS(t+sex), r(age)g
fS(t+sex, age), r(age)g
fS(  ), r(age)g
fS(  ), r(  )g
fS(sex), r(  )g
fS(age), r(  )g
fS(sex), r(age)g
fS(age), r(age)g
fS(sex, age), r(  )g
fS(sex, age), r(age)g

0.00
0.60
1.56
1.97
2.14
2.57
4.41
4.86
15.05
19.01
20.36
20.42
21.33
21.38
21.71
22.64

0.30
0.22
0.14
0.11
0.10
0.08
0.03
0.03
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

1.00
0.74
0.46
0.37
0.34
0.28
0.11
0.09
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

9
10
10
11
10
11
11
12
4
3
4
4
5
5
5
6

For all models site fidelity (F)= 1 and resighting probability (P) is constant. Survival rate (S) is constant and recovery rate (r) is 0 over the first 7 years
of the study. S is held constant for subadults in models where age-dependence is assumed.
a
Models contributed to model-averaged parameter estimates.

Table 2 Model-averaged parameter estimates of apparent survival rate (S) and recovery rate (r) for maned wolves Chrysocyon brachyurus from
13 years of radio-telemetry data from Emas National Park
Parameter

Age class

Year of study

Estimate (SE)

S

Adults

1–7
8
9
10
11
12
13
1–13
8–13
8–13
1–13

0.60 (0.13)
0.97 (0.06)
0.83 (0.07)
0.70 (0.07)
0.85 (0.07)
0.28 (0.08)
0.31 (0.38)
0.63 (0.15)
0.38 (0.07)
0.25 (0.18)
0.86 (0.04)

r
P

Subadults
Adults
Subadults
Adults/subadults

For all models site fidelity (F) was fixed at 1. S was constant and r was 0 over the first 7 years of the study. For subadults, S was held constant.

of sex on survival is inconclusive and in our data, it is
negligible.
Adult survival rates for both genders ﬂuctuated with a
maximum of 0.97 (SE = 0.06) in year 8 and a minimum of
0.28 (SE = 0.08) in year 12 (Table 2). Across the substantially
supported models, SD of adult S due to process variation
with time ranged from 0.06 to 0.07, corresponding to
approximately 22% of the total standard deviation. Model
choice showed some evidence of age speciﬁcity in S (Table
1), but subadult S (0.63, SE = 0.15) was within the range of
that for adults.
Resighting probability (P) was 0.86 (SE = 0.04). For the
years 8–13, r was 0.25 (SE =0.18) for subadults and 0.38
(SE = 0.07) for adults.
4

Discussion
We evaluated the effect of sex, age and time on maned wolf
survival rate in central Brazil. We did not ﬁnd differences in
survival rate between males and females. As maned wolves
of both genders show similar ranging and territoriality
behavior (Jácomo et al., 2009), our results further corroborate similar life patterns of both sexes. The absence of a
sex effect on survival rate has also been observed for other
similar-sized canids (e.g., wolves – Marucco et al., 2009;
coyotes – Chamberlain, 2001; Kamler & Gipson, 2004; Van
Deelen & Gosselink, 2006).
Adult survival rates showed a strong temporal variation.
Estimates ranged from 0.28 to 0.97, with a considerable
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decline in years 12 and 13 of our study (Table 2). We cannot
explain this result satisfactorily – neither did we observe any
event impacting the maned wolf population nor was the
study conducted differently in these years. In this context,
one has to bear in mind the large contribution of sampling
variance to the variation in survival rate.
Still, process variation accounted for almost a quarter of
the variation in adult survival rate. Process variation in S is
caused by random variation in individual ﬁtness (demographic stochasticity) and changes in physical or biological
factors affecting the ﬁtness of all individuals of a given
population (environmental stochasticity; Lande, 2002) and
plays an important role in population dynamics: the stronger
the variation over time, the lower a population’s persistence
(Boyce, 1992). However, reliable estimates of process variation require measurements of demographic parameters over
several years (Beissinger, 2002; Lande, 2002). Our estimates
of process variation for adult survival rates may be too low,
as they are based on 6 years only. It is likely that subadult
survival rate underwent similar ﬂuctuations, but due to a
small sample size, we were unable to investigate this.
There seems to be no clear pattern concerning annual
ﬂuctuations in survival rates for other canids, as they are
sometimes observed (e.g. coyotes, Van Deelen & Gosselink,
2006) and sometimes not (e.g. wolves, Marucco et al., 2009).
We believe that habitat changes in the area surrounding ENP
potentially play a role in the variation of adult maned wolf
survival observed. The regional agricultural landscape is very
dynamic: plantations change from low-growth plantations
such as soy bean and cotton, all usable to some extent by
open-habitat species like the maned wolf, to tall-growth
plantations such as corn or other cereals that might constitute
barriers to open-habitat species. If large areas previously used
by maned wolves for foraging temporally become unavailable, the resulting decrease in food availability could affect
survival rate. Also, over the last years, the amount of sugar
cane plantations in the study region has increased – again, a
tall-growth species – which could have contributed to the
decline in the adult survival rate toward the end of the study.
However, only investigations on food availability and maned
wolf foraging habits in the different agricultural habitat types
could show whether this relationship indeed exist.
Although there was support for a difference in survival
rates between age classes, subadult survival rate (0.63) was
within the range of estimates for adults (Table 2). Generally,
subadults are thought to be exposed to increased mortality
risks during dispersal and when trying to establish a territory (Dietz, 1984; Paula et al., 2008). An age effect on
survival has been shown for wolves (Hayes & Harestad,
2000; Marucco et al., 2009) and coyotes (Van Deelen &
Gosselink, 2006), but not consistently in all studies (e.g. for
wolves, see Adams et al., 2008). As with apparent survival,
subadults dispersing from the study area appear as ‘dead’,
our results could indicate low dispersal from the study area.
Emas National Park is comprised of prime maned wolf
habitat (Jácomo, Silveira & Diniz-Filho, 2004), and maned
wolves use the surrounding farm land extensively. Under the
hypothesis that dispersal is largely triggered by resource
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competition (Lambin, Aars & Piertney, 2001), there may be
only weak dispersal pressure. On the other hand, dispersing
individuals may have a lower probability of being captured.
In this case, we may have predominantly captured nondispersing subadults, resulting in an estimate of S that is not
representative of the entire age class.
The only other estimate of survival rate for maned wolves,
based on expert opinion from a Population and Habitat
Viability Analysis for the species, is 0.9 for adults and 0.8 for
subadults; road mortality supposedly reduced subadult survival rate to 0.6 (Paula et al., 2008). Emas National Park is
bordered by a regional highway, where about ﬁve maned
wolves are killed on the road annually out of a population of
at least 60–70 individuals (Silveira et al., 2009). However,
road mortality may be equal for adults and subadults: not
only do subadults cross the road when dispersing, but both
age classes also regularly cross to move from the park into the
agricultural land. While individuals living exclusively within
the park boundaries are not exposed to this threat and thus
may have a higher survival rate, our data did not allow this
distinction, because most of our studied individuals used both
areas in and outside the park. Although we estimated
apparent survival, and actual survival may be higher, a
constant adult survival rate of 0.9 appears to be too high for
this particular population and its long-term viability should
be assessed accounting for adequate levels of temporal variation. Also, the survival rate for maned wolves living in
entirely unprotected areas needs to be assessed separately, as
in the present case, all individuals had a major refuge in ENP,
which probably enhances survival.
Understanding population dynamics is important for
conservation planning; yet, for many species of conservation
concern, this information is still lacking. Here, we presented
the ﬁrst analytically sound estimates of maned wolf survival
rates based on a long-term study. However, our dataset
presents some drawbacks: the overall sample size is small,
which may impair the accuracy of some of our estimates;
resighting data were not collected in discrete time intervals,
and as dead recovery only occurred within the study area,
we estimated apparent rather than actual survival (Sandercock, 2006). Also, some tests of general model ﬁt concerning
a possible trap response could not be performed. Although
we do not expect a behavioral response to ‘resighting’ by
radio-telemetry, we cannot prove that our models ﬁt the
data adequately. A lack of ﬁt can result in biased parameter
estimates and underestimated standard errors (Pollock
et al., 1990). Thus, the survival rates presented here are
tentative estimates. Still, they represent an important step
toward a better understanding of the maned wolf’s ecology
and demonstrate the need for long-term studies that can
yield crucial information for the species’ conservation in the
ever-changing Cerrado landscape.
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